GREAT TOPICS FEST 1

Do you want:






To know at what point influence and
business becomes tyranny?
To stop tyranny by exposing its fabric and
means of operation?
To pray that our enemies repent and that
we are delivered from them.
To support real Journalism and news instead of models reading scripts?
To become a good steward & part of the
solution by watching this event livestreamed from speaker websites & at
mixNstream.com?

Phil Tourney, a survivor of the USS Liberty
attack and Dave Gahary, a US naval submarine
veteran will present plans for a new movie about
the attack upon the USS Liberty on June 8, 1967.
They will also recount the history they recorded in
their book, Erasing The Liberty. Every American
needs to know about this event to understand the
times in which we presently live.
Christopher Bollyn, international investigative
journalist, now living in Sweden, will expose the
enveloping Zionist influence in the events of
9/11/01 from his two book set, Solving 9-11: The
Deception that Changed the World and Solving 911: The Original Articles and his third book; The

War On Terror: The Plot to Rule the Middle East.

His research reveals the names of known Zionist
that were and remain in all required positions to
destroy the World Trade Center, destroy the
evidence, prevent an investigation, and propagate
and perpetuate a false narrative about how it
happened.
Mickey Paoletta of Mortgage Defense Systems, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania is an expert
coach and adviser for fighting mortgage foreclosures, and credit card debt, in court on the basis
of the inherent fraud in the monetary and banking
systems, including the rampant use of forged
mortgage documents by banking, lending companies, and the legal community.
Mark Anderson, of Stop the Presses News,
will speak on the “Global Cities” agenda being
used by globalist to bypass the constitutional laws
of nations.
Mark will also talk about the need to pressure
local and state police to make and publish full unredacted crime reports on all “mass shootings”
like Sandy Hook, and Douglas High School, and
now Santa Fe High School, especially when used
by others to alter and infringe upon 2nd
Amendment.
John Stadtmiller, of Republic Broadcasting
Network (RBN) in Austin, will also speak about the
need to support real journalism and real media
and the anti-American influence of the mainstream media.

The New Venue will be kept confidential to hinder
those who are offended by the truth from harassing
the venue in order to cancel our
LANDMARK CONFERENCE
Saturday September 8, 2018
75 miles from San Antonio, Texas 1:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Event Planning / Live-Streaming:
Http://mixNstream.com

